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What is Applicability Domain?

QSARs establish a quantitative relationship between chemical structures and their properties [1]. In theory, QSAR models can be used to predict the properties of chemical structures, provided their structural information is available. In the recent years, there had been a growing awareness about QSARs and their applications. This is quite evident from their use for regulatory purposes. A new European legislation on chemicals – REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and restriction of Chemicals) came into force in 2007, allows and encourages the use of QSAR model predictions when the experimental data are not sufficiently available or as supplementary information, provided validity of the model is justified [2,3].

However, this rising popularity of QSAR models is also accompanied by a question over their reliable predictions [4]. In theory, derivation of QSAR models is based primarily on training sets which are structurally limited and thus, their applicability to the query chemicals is limited [5]. Thus, their applicability towards reliable predictions is restricted in a chemical space to some specific chemical categories. Such reliable predictions are usually confined to those chemicals, that are structurally similar to the training compounds used to build the model [6-8].

The principle of Applicability Domain obliges the users to specify the scope of their proposed models thus, defining the model limitations with respect to its structural domain and response space. If an external compound is beyond the defined scope of a given model, it is considered outside that model’s Applicability Domain (AD) and cannot be associated with a reliable prediction.

What are the key aspects in defining the AD of QSAR models?

1) Identification of the subspace of chemical structures that can be predicted reliably.
2) Defined AD determines the degree of generalization of a given predictive model. Thus, if the AD is too restricted, it implies the model can provide reliable predictions for very limited chemical categories.
3) A well defined AD indicates if the endpoint for the chemical structures under evaluation can be reliably predicted.
4) Characterization of the interpolation space is very significant to define the AD for a given QSAR model.

**How can the AD of a model be defined?**

Several strategies towards defining the Applicability Domain of QSAR models have been proposed in literature. This section of the tutorial aims to provide an overview of some major AD approaches.

1) **Range-based Methods**

   a) **Bounding Box**

   Considering the range of individual descriptors used to build the model, this approach defines the AD as a Bounding Box which is a p-dimensional hyper-rectangle defined on the basis of maximum and minimum values of each descriptor used to build the model.

   **Drawbacks:** Empty regions in the interpolation space cannot be identified and also the correlation between descriptors cannot be taken into account [1,4].

   b) **PCA Bounding Box**

   Similar to the earlier approach, however, the AD is defined considering the projection of the molecules in the principal component space and taking into account the maximum and minimum values for the PC scores. This approach resolves the problem of correlation between descriptors.

   **Drawbacks:** Empty regions within the interpolation space still cannot be identified [1,3-4].

2) **Geometric Method**

   This approach characterizes the interpolation space by defining a smallest convex area containing the entire training set.

   **Drawbacks:** Increasing data complexity highly affects the implementation of a convex hull. For a data with two or three dimensions, the method works efficiently however, with further increase in dimensions, the implementation adds to the complexity of the algorithm [1,9]. Set boundaries are analyzed without considering the actual data distribution. Convex Hull cannot identify the potential internal empty regions within the interpolation space [1,2].

3) **Distance-based Methods**

   These approaches define the AD by calculating distances of a query compound from a defined point within the descriptor space of the training data. This measured
distance between defined point and the dataset is then compared with a pre-defined threshold. However, no strict rules are evident from the literature about this pre-defined threshold and thus, it is up to the user to take an appropriate decision towards defining the thresholds [1-5].

Some commonly used and most useful distance measures in QSAR studies include Mahalanobis, Euclidean and City Block distances. Leverage is another measure that is recommended in defining model’s AD [10]. In theory, Leverage is proportional to Hotellings T² statistic and Mahalanobis distance measure from the centroid of the training set [4]. Usually, a warning threshold is set to three times the average of the leverage p/n, where p is the number of model parameters while n is the number of training compounds. Query compounds with leverage higher than this defined threshold of 3*p/n are considered to be unreliable predicted.

**Drawbacks:** Lack of strict rules in literature towards defining the thresholds can lead to ambiguous results. Correlated descriptors can be handled using Mahalanobis distance or Leverage, since they use co-variance matrix for their calculations, however, an additional treatment like PC rotation is required for other distance measures.

**4) Probability Density Distribution based Methods**

These approaches defines a model’s AD by estimating the Probability Density Function for the given data. The estimation of Probability Density Function is feasible by both, parametric methods that assume standard distribution and non parametric methods which do not have any such assumptions concerning the data distribution. These approaches are considered to be efficient due to their ability to identify the internal empty regions and reflecting actual data distribution by generating concave regions around the extremities of the interpolation space [1,4].

Potential function is calculated for all the training compounds, followed by which a global potential is obtained by adding the individual potentials, thus indicating the potential density [11,12]. A percentile value for the probability density is opted and a threshold value is defined. Finally, those query compounds having potential function values lower than this threshold are considered to be outside the AD.

**5) K Nearest Neighbours Approach**

This approach defines the model’s AD by assessing the similarity between training and test compounds. Distance of a query compound from its nearest training neighbour or its average distance from k nearest training neighbours is calculated. The calculated distances for test compounds are then compared with a pre-defined threshold. The test compounds with low distance to the training set is associated with higher number of training compounds and thus, is considered to be reliably predicted [8].

**6) Decision Trees and Decision Forests Approach**

This approach defines the AD for a consensus prediction of Decision Trees, in terms of prediction confidence and domain extrapolation. Decision Trees are combined and
the distance between them are kept to maximum possible, thus to minimize the overfitting. Prediction confidence for a given compound is determined by averaging the predictions derived from all combined Decision Trees while, its prediction accuracy outside the training space is represented by the domain extrapolation [1,13,14].

7) Stepwise Approach to Determine Model’s AD

With the Stepwise approach, AD of a QSAR model is better assessed executing four stages in a sequential manner. First stage checks if a test compound is within the variation range of physicochemical properties of the training compounds. Next, a structural similarity check is made for those compounds that were reliably predicted by the model. A mechanistic check is made in the third stage while, the last stage takes into account the reliability of simulated metabolism [3,5].

8) Distance to Model Approach

Distance to Model (DM) approach [15] estimates the prediction quality by using the information about the target property. Thus, the information about prediction itself is used for AD evaluation.

Standard Deviation (STD) DM: This method uses the standard deviation of predictions vector as the DM, since for given predictions from different set of models based on the same data, significant discrepancy in values indicates unreliability of a prediction.

CORREL: This method is derived from ensemble of models and is based on correlation of vectors of ensemble’s predictions for the target and training set compounds. Compounds are considered to be ‘near to the model’ if they have a higher value for correlation coefficient.

CLASS-LAG: Prediction accuracy for classification models is provided by the CLASS-LAG measure that signals the confidence in prediction based on the idea that values closest to the classification label {+1,-1} are more reliably predicted and those that are nearer to 0 can be associated with ‘uncertainty area’ indicating an unreliable prediction [16].

PROB-STD: This DM combines the information from STD and CLASS-LAG. Lowering of STD value and approach towards the classification label {+1,-1} results in lower value for PROB-STD, indicating a reliable prediction.

9) Virtual models for property Evaluation of chemicals within a Global Architecture (VEGA)

VEGA [17] uses Applicability Domain Index (ADI) as a major criterion in defining Applicability Domain of predictions. The values for this Index ranges from 0 (worst case) to 1 (best case). In theory, this index is derived evaluating several other indices, each of which focuses on a specific aspect relevant in defining the AD. The values for each index including the main ADI is categorised into three different intervals to indicate if the evaluation was positive, suspicious or negative.
Following are the components reported in VEGA platform for AD assessment:

1) Similar molecules with known experimental value
2) Accuracy (average error) of prediction for similar molecules
3) Concordance with similar molecules (average difference between target compound prediction and experimental values of similar molecules)
4) Maximum error of prediction among similar molecules
5) Atom Centered Fragments similarity check
6) Descriptors noise sensitivity analysis
7) Model descriptors range check and
8) Global AD Index.

Further Reading

Recently, following publication was made available online discussing the results derived from several classical descriptor-based AD approaches on existing validated datasets from the literature:
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